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Outline of Webinar Topics
The topics covered during this webinar will include:
1.

Exploration of the CCLE Project’s Structured Data via:
○

The Graph Model Viewer

○

The Data Explorer UI

○

The GraphQL Open API Endpoints

2.

Importing CCLE Data into a Gen3 Workspace

3.

Performing Exploratory Data Analysis in JupyterHub

4. Announcing Future Gen3 Developments
5. Live Q&A Session with Gen3’s Product Manager

Explore the CCLE Graph Model
Overview of the Project’s Structured Data

General Concept of the Project Graph Model
●

The graphical model of a project is based on the data model, which organizes terms in a data dictionary
and defines how they relate to one another.

●

The data dictionary defines how datasets are represented in the database and harmonizes term
definitions from diﬀerent data sources.

●

Data harmonization is foundational to the data commons concept of sharing data for cross-project
analyses.

Data Dictionary

Data Model

Specific Project Graph

Structured Data Records in the Graphical Model
●

A project’s graphical model displays interconnected
nodes that contain structured data records, which
are collections of properties and their values.

●

In the CCLE Project, for example, there are 1,046
records in the sample node, which represent samples
of individual cell lines.

●

A structured data record in a node stores data as
key-value pairs, which can be queried.

●

Those samples are linked to 11,456 Drug Response
Summary records containing information about the
cell line’s response to certain drugs.

Example of one record in the summary_drug_response node in JSON format.

Two nodes in the graphical model representation of the CCLE project.

Data Files in the Graph Model
●

Certain types of data are stored as files as
opposed to structured data.

●

Records in a data file node describe files with
properties like the file’s name, size, and GUID,
which is a unique identifier pointing to the storage
location of the file.

Example data file record in the aligned_reads node.

●

Here we see that there are 926 files in the
submitted_aligned_reads node and 6 gene_expression
files that are linked to those aligned reads files.

Snapshot of two data file nodes in the CCLE project’s graphical model.

Data Exploration Tool
a graphical user interface for cohort selection

Explorer GUI Makes Cohort Selection Easy
●

●

●

●

●

Structured data in a project
can also be explored using the
Exploration GUI.
Data records are filtered
based on the selection of
subject properties.
The records for a selected
cohort can then be
downloaded or exported to
the Workspace.
A file download manifest can
also be generated for
downloading all files related
to the selected cohort.
The facets available for
filtering and summarizing
data are configurable.

In this example snapshot, the DCF-CCLE project has been selected, and the bar charts are updated
automatically, summarizing the number of cell lines of each tissue type in the project.

File Explorer for Downloading Data Files
●

●

●

●

Data Files in a project can also
be explored using the File tab
of the Exploration GUI.
Data File records are filtered
based on properties like file
type, format and category.
A file download manifest can
be generated here as well for
easily downloading the batch
of files using the gen3-client.
Files can also be easily
exported to the analysis
Workspace with a click of the
“Export to Workspace”
button.
In the above example, the DCF-CCLE project is selected, filtering file records to show only the 2,941 files available
in the project, and the bar charts summarize the number of data files of each type, format, and category.

Queries and Programmatic
Data Exploration
accessing structured data with queries of Gen3 open APIs

GraphiQL Query Builder Helps Explore CCLE
The interactive GraphiQL interface makes building database queries easier.
To access it, click on “Query” in the top navigation bar.
●
●
●
●

It features built-in documentation and
history.
Autocomplete for objects, fields, and
arguments.
The ability to pass variables.
The ability to switch between
ElasticSearch and Postgres databases.

This example query searches the
summary_drug_response node for
the compound name, it’s IC50, and
the area under the activity curve.
The query also requests the
primary_site in the subject node,
which is the property that stores the
tissue type of the cell line.

Sending Queries to Gen3 Open APIs
●

In addition to the GraphiQL interface, all structured
data can be accessed by sending queries (or POST
requests) to the following open API endpoints:
○

The PostgreSQL DB, which the graph model is based on and
uses the Peregrine service:
<URL>/api/v0/submission/graphql/

○

The ElasticSearch DB, which the Data Explorer GUI is based
on and uses our Guppy service:
<URL>/guppy/graphql

●

Note that the ElasticSearch database is configured
for performant Exploration queries; thus, it typically
has only a subset of the structured data available in
PostgreSQL, which are the data for cohort selection.

Programmatic Data Access: Peregrine Queries
●

●

●

Queries can be sent to both
graphQL API endpoints
programmatically.
This example demonstrates
sending a POST request to
the PostgreSQL endpoint in
a Python Shell.
The example query requests
the compound name, IC50,
and area under the activity
curve for each compound
tested on a particular cell
line.

Programmatic Data Access: Guppy Queries
●

●
●

●

●

Guppy queries can also be sent to the
Flat Model endpoint to retrieve
structured data in ElasticSearch.
Guppy queries have the ability to
return aggregations and statistics.
This example demonstrates sending a
POST request to the Flat Model (or
ElasticSearch) endpoint in Python.
The query requests the primary_site
data as an aggregation, which returns
the counts of cell lines per primary
site.
If we had queried for a numerical
property, like drug EC50, we could
have requested summary statistics
with a Guppy query.

Programmatic Data Access: the Gen3 SDK
●
●
●
●

Instead of requesting specific data with queries, all structured data in a node can be exported using the
Gen3 SDK, which is an open-source suite of functions for interacting with Gen3 APIs via the command-line.
The Gen3 SDK is installed and imported into Python using the commands install gen3 and import gen3.
The code is also publically available on GitHub: https://github.com/uc-cdis/gen3sdk-python
In this example, all records in the CCLE project’s summary_drug_response node are exported as a single TSV.

Workspace JupyterHub Demonstration
●
●

Now, we will take a look at the CCLE Project in the Gen3 Workspace.
Data will be accessed, prepared and summarized in a Python notebook, and
then the data will be further visualized in an R notebook.

Future Gen3 Developments
a look at some up-and-coming features of the Gen3 platform

Future Gen3 Developments

●

Users will soon be able to run containerized pipelines using our Workflow
Execution Services.

●

We will be improving the ability to export clinical data to workspaces.

●

Clinical data will be versioned, and users will have the ability to select diﬀerent
versions of harmonized clinical data.

●

We’re redesigning the data submission process to make it simpler and more
intuitive.

Learn More about the Gen3 Platform
You can learn more about the Gen3 software stack for creating data commons
through the following resources:
●

Our open source code lives on GitHub: github.com/uc-cdis

●

Documentation for Users, Developers and Operators is at gen3.org

●

Chat with developers and support live in our Gen3 Community on Slack

●

Get involved in Q&A at the Gen3 Forum: https://forums.gen3.org/

●

Email our support team at: support@datacommons.io

●

Learn more about the Center for Translational Data Science (CTDS) at
ctds.uchicago.edu

Selected Data Commons Using Gen3
Finally, you can view data statistics on several Gen3-powered Data Commons at stats.gen3.org
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